Let N be a normal subgroup of a finite group G. An element g ∈ G such that χ(g) = 0 for some irreducible character χ of G is called a vanishing element of G. The aim of this paper is to analyse the influence of the π-elements in N which are (non-)vanishing in G on the π-structure of N , for a set of primes π. We also study certain arithmetical properties of their G-conjugacy class sizes, and in particular we obtain new contributions which provide structural criteria for a group from its class sizes of vanishing elements.
Introduction
Within finite group theory, numerous researchers have studied the connection between the structure of a group G and certain arithmetical data extracted from its character table. Indeed, there is a current activity which put focus on the zeros of the irreducible complex characters of G (we refer the reader to the survey [8] ). More formally, an element g ∈ G is said to be vanishing in G, and we write g ∈ Van(G), if there exists an irreducible complex character χ of G such that χ(g) = 0; otherwise g is non-vanishing in G. This concept was originally introduced in [13] . Further, some results regarding arithmetical conditions on the class sizes of vanishing elements have been obtained in, for instance, [3, 7, 10] . It is worth mentioning that a large number of results in this context rely on the classification of finite simple groups (CFSG).
On the other hand, recent results reveal that the conjugacy classes contained in a normal subgroup and their sizes exert also a significant influence on the normal structure of the group (see the expository paper [2] ). In this framework, we aim to combine both mentioned research lines as a novelty. We point out that, if we consider a normal subgroup N of a group G, although the properties of the set Van(N ) certainly affect the structure of N , a priori it is not immediate that Van(G) ∩ N so does. Indeed, there is no relation in general between these two sets. The next example gives insight into occurring phenomena: if G is the normaliser in a Suzuki group of degree 8 of a Sylow 2-subgroup of it, say P , then P is normal in G and Van(G) ∩ P = ∅, although in P there are vanishing elements clearly because it is non-abelian. Observe that normal subgroups as well as vanishing elements of G can be easily read from its character table. However, we can not construct the character table of a normal subgroup from the character table of G. In this spirit, our goal is to get a better understanding of how the elements in N ∩ Van(G), and their G-class sizes, control the structure of N .
Throughout this paper, all groups considered are finite. The notation and terminology here is as follows: For a group G and an element x ∈ G, we denote by x G the conjugacy class of x in G, and its size is x G = |G : C C C G (x)|. A primary element is an element whose order is a prime power. In the sequel, p will be always a prime, and π will denote a set of primes. As customary, the set of all Sylow p-subgroups of G is denoted by Syl p (G), whilst Hall π (G) is the set of all Hall π-subgroups of G. We write Irr(G) for the set of all irreducible complex characters of G and, as it has been previously said, Van(G) is the set of elements x ∈ G such that χ(x) = 0 for some χ ∈ Irr(G). The remaining notation and terminology is standard in the framework of finite group theory, and we refer to the book [12] for details about character theory.
When dealing with vanishing elements of a group, a significant situation to study is precisely the absence of certain of them. For instance, it is well-known that a group is abelian if and only if it has no vanishing elements. The main result of [9] investigates groups with no vanishing p-elements, for a given prime p. Our first main result analyses an analogous condition for the case of normal subgroups. Nevertheless, we cannot expect in this last situation that N is abelian, in contrast to the case when N = G (see Theorem 2.3), as we can check with the aforementioned example in the Suzuki group. Besides, in the first above assertion, we provide extra information on the structure of a p-complement of G in Corollary 3.6, which extends [9, Theorem A].
It is not difficult to show that the converse of each assertion in Theorem A does not hold in general. Nonetheless, motivated by Theorem B in [14] (see also Corollary 3.3), we can prove a characterisation of the normality of a Sylow p-subgroup P of N through the irreducible constituents of (1 P ) G . Actually, we demonstrate Theorem A as a consequence of this characterisation.
Theorem B. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G, and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of N for a prime p. Then, P is normal in N (and therefore in G) if and only if all irreducible constituents of (1 P ) G do not vanish on any p-element of N .
Our proof makes use of similar techniques to those within the proof of [14, Theorem B] , and indeed a key fact is Proposition 3.1, which involves the CFSG. As an immediate result, we obtain a characterisation of the nilpotency of a normal subgroup N of G from Theorem B when all primes p are involved.
As previously said, some researchers have considered certain arithmetical conditions on class sizes of vanishing elements of a group, as for instance: not divisible by a given prime, square-free or prime power ( [3, 7, 10] ). They form the "vanishing versions" of some earlier results for ordinary class sizes. Now, we put focus on the G-class sizes of the primary vanishing elements that lie in a normal subgroup. Observe that our approach makes sense because, as mentioned above, the sets Van(G) ∩ N and Van(N ) are not related generally, and therefore their corresponding sets of conjugacy class sizes are not either.
In [6, Theorem 4] , Dolfi characterises groups all of whose class sizes are either π-numbers or π ′ -numbers. Motivated by the above development, our next target is to study a "vanishing version" of that result for G-clases of primary π-elements of a normal subgroup.
In particular, N has π-length at most 1.
Thus, when N = G, the above result yields a vanishing criterion for bounding the π-length of a group.
Corollary D. Let G be a π-separable group. Suppose that x G is either a π-number or a π ′ -number for every primary π-element x ∈ Van(G). Then G has π-length at most 1.
We highlight that π-class sizes and π ′ -class sizes of vanishing elements are also analysed separately in Corollaries 3.14 and 3.12, respectively.
Finally, as our last objective, we handle prime power G-class sizes for vanishing elements. 
Preliminaries
Although a vanishing element of a normal subgroup N of a group G can be nonvanishing in G, the factor group G/N behaves well respect to this kind of elements.
Indeed, we claim that the hypotheses regarding vanishing elements of the results stated hereafter are inherited by quotients of a group G. This is because there exists a bijection between Irr(G/N ) and the set of all characters in Irr(G) containing N in their kernel. So if xN is a vanishing (primary) element of G/N , then we can assume that x is also a vanishing (primary) element of G. This fact will be used in the sequel with no reference.
Next we gather some significant results for locating vanishing elements in a given group.
It is elementary to show that a group is abelian if and only if it has no vanishing elements. In fact, this characterisation remains true, via the CFSG, when only primary elements are involved.
Theorem 2.3. A group G is abelian if and only if the set Van(G) contains no primary elements.
Proof. This follows from [10, Corollary 3] when we consider the trivial factorisation
The lemma below is a key step for proving Theorem B, and it uses the CFSG. We also collect some preliminary results regarding G-conjugacy classes sizes. We start with the next elementary properties which are used frequently, sometimes with no comment.
Lemma 2.5. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G, and let p be a prime. We have:
The result below is an extension of the well-known Wielandt's lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G, and let
Next we show a generalisation of the above lemma when N = G and π = {p}.
We close this section with the main result of [4] , which will be necessary in the proof of Theorem E. We present here an adapted version in our context of vanishing G-conjugacy classes.
Proposition 2.8. Let G be a group which contains a non-trivial normal p-subgroup N , for a given prime p. Then, it holds that x G is a multiple of p for each x ∈ N ∩ Van(G).
Main results
The first goal of this section is to prove Theorem B in the Introduction, and we need a preliminary key result which makes use of the CFSG. The following proposition extracts a general idea within the proof of [14, Theorem B] . Note that, in fact, this part of the proof does not require H to be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Proof. One direction is trivial, so we only prove that if all irreducible constituents of (1 P ) G do not vanish on any p-element of N , then P is normal in N . Suppose that the claim is false, and let us consider a counterexample which minimises |G| + |N |. Note that the hypotheses are inherited by quotients.
Let M be a minimal normal subgroup of G, and we suppose firstly that M is not contained in N . By minimality of G and N , it follows that P M/M is normal in N M/M , and since M ∩ N = 1, by isomorphism we get the contradiction that N has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Hence we may assume M ≤ N . If M is a p-group, then it is contained in P and again we obtain a contradiction by minimality. In particular, from now on we suppose O O O p (G) = 1. Note that, by minimality, P M/M is normal in G/M .
Let us assume now that p divides the order of M . As O O O p (G) = 1, then clearly M is non-abelian. Since P M is normal in G, then Proposition 3.1 leads to a contradiction. Thus p does not divide the order of M . Hence, there exists a chief factor K/M of G such that
. Now by Lemma 2.4 there exists θ ∈ Irr(M ) such that η = θ K is irreducible. In particular, η and all its conjugates vanish on K \ M . Therefore, if we prove that there exists χ ∈ Irr(G) which lies over both η and 1 P we will reach the final contradiction.
Let T be the inertia subgroup for θ in P M . Since (|T /M | , |M |) = 1 we have that θ extends toθ ∈ Irr(T ). Further, p does not divideθ(1) soθ P ∩T has at least one linear constituent λ. However, as P ∩ T ∼ = T /M , then we can see λ also as a character of T /M . Thus, ν =λθ is an irreducible character of T , whereλ is the complex conjugate of λ, which lies over 1 P ∩T . Since ν also lies over θ, by Clifford correspondence ν P M is irreducible in P M . Then (ν P M ) P = (ν P ∩T ) P contains 1 P . Now, let χ ∈ Irr(G) lie over ν. Therefore it lies over both θ and 1 P , thus also over η, so we have reached the final contradiction. [14] are generalised as a consequence of the above result when N = G. Proof. Certainly, in virtue of Corollary 3.4 we have that N has a nilpotent normal Hall π-subgroup, say H. In fact, if |G : N | is not divisible by any prime in π, then H is a normal Hall π-subgroup of G. Let F be a π-complement of H in G, so G = HF . We aim to show that
Now the implications (ii)-(iii) of Theorem B in
∈ Van(G) by assumptions, Lemma 2.2 yields that x / ∈ Van(H). Now Proposition 2.1 applies because H is nilpotent, so x ∈ Z Z Z(H) ∩ C C C G (F ) Z Z Z(G). As this argument is valid for every primary element in N N N H (FZ Z Z(G)), then N N N H (FZ Z Z(G)) Z Z Z(G).
Now the main result of [9] is generalised as a consequence of Proposition 3.5 when N = G and π = {p}. Corollary 3.6. Let G be a group such that Van(G) contains no p-elements. Then G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Further, for any p-complement F of G, it holds that FZ Z Z(G) is self-normalising.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that a group G have all its class sizes not divisible by a given prime p if and only if it is p-decomposable,
This result can be generalised for a set of primes π instead of p ′ . This is the case, for instance, of the following theorem, which uses the CFSG. If we turn our attention to the opposite property on the previous class size condition, in the same paper it is proved also the next result. It is natural, therefore, to analyse the "vanishing versions" of those theorems. In fact, our aim is to do it in the context of conjugacy classes contained in normal subgroups. Let us show firstly an extension of Lemma 2.7 for a set of primes π and a G-conjugacy class. The proof is inspired in [1, Theorem C] under the weaker hypothesis of the π-separability of the normal subgroup N .
Indeed, if π consists of a single prime p, then the same statement is valid even if N is not p-soluble.
Proof. In order to prove the first claim, let us consider a counterexample which minimises |G|+|N |. One can clearly assume O O O π (N ) = 1, so the result is proved whenever we get the contradiction [x G , x G ] = 1. Let us suppose firstly that x is subnormal in G. Then x ∈ F F F(G). As F F F(G) is a π ′ -group and x G is a π-number, then clearly x ∈ Z Z Z(F F F(G)) and
Next we assume that the normal subgroup M := x G is proper in N . Then by minimality we obtain [x M , x M ] = 1, and it follows that x ∈ Z Z Z( x M ). In particular, x is subnormal in M , and therefore so is in G, which contradicts the previous paragraph. Hence M = N .
Let K be a minimal normal subgroup of N . Since N is π-separable, then K has to be a π ′ -subgroup. It follows from the class size hypothesis that
Therefore N is a nilpotent π ′ -group. Since x G is a π-number, we obtain x ∈ Z Z Z(N ) and [x G , x G ] = 1.
Next we concentrate on the second assertion.
As F F F(N ) is a normal π ′ -subgroup of G and |x G | is a π-number, then necessarily x ∈ Z Z Z (F F F(N ) ).
Finally, observe that the last statement follows from Lemma 2.7,
Example 3.10. Note that the π-separability assumption in the previous result cannot be removed, even when N = G: Consider any non-trivial element in the centre of a Sylow p-subgroup of a non-abelian simple group and π = p ′ , for a prime divisor p of its order.
As an application of the above proposition, we prove the next result. N ) ). In virtue of Proposition 3.9, we have that all the p-elements of Van(G) ∩ N lie in Z Z Z(F F F(N )), and thus in Z p . Therefore, if we denote G := G/Z p , then it follows that no primary p-element of N is vanishing in G. Now Corollary 3.4 yields that N has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P , where P ∈ Syl p (N ). Since Z p is a p-group, then P is normal in N clearly and we get the claim. As this is valid for each prime p ∈ π, then N/O O O π ′ (N ) has a nilpotent normal Hall π-subgroup, as wanted.
Therefore, G has nilpotent Hall π-subgroups, and its π-length is at most 1.
We remark that groups satisfying the hypotheses in Corollary 3.12 may not have abelian Hall π-subgroups, in contrast to Theorem 3.8. It is enough to consider the mentioned example within the Suzuki group.
Next we handle the opposite arithmetical condition to Theorem 3.11, and under the weaker assumption that N possesses Hall π-subgroups. Theorem 3.13. Let G be a finite group and let N be a normal subgroup of G such that Hall π (N ) = ∅. Assume x G is a π-number for every primary π-element x ∈ N ∩Van(G). Then N has a normal Hall π-subgroup.
The main theorem of [1] examines groups such that all their π-elements have prime power class sizes. To conclude, we investigate a "vanishing version" of that result for primary elements and in the context of G-conjugacy classes. (F F F(N ) ) is a π-group. Arguing by contradiction, and in virtue of Proposition 3.5, we may assume that N ∩ Van(G) contains a non-trivial q-element for some prime q ∈ π, say x. Hence we may suppose that x ∈ (N ∩ Van(G)) F F F(N ) is a q-element. By assumptions, we have that x G is a power of some prime p. Observe that, since x / ∈ F F F(N ), then q = p due to Lemma 2.6. Now the last statement of Proposition 3.9 yields ( x G ) ′ O O O p (N ) F F F(N ), so x is a subnormal nilpotent group of N . It follows that x ∈ F F F(N ), and as x is a q-element, then x ∈ O O O q (N ). Now x G is a multiple of q by Proposition 2.8, and then x G so is, a contradiction. Now we are ready to prove Theorem E. Proof. Applying Theorem 3.17 for each prime p ∈ π, we deduce that N/F F F(N ) has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, so the first claim is proved. For the second assertion, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.17, we can see that G/F F F(G) has no primary vanishing elements. Thus, Theorem 2.3 applies and G/F F F(G) is abelian, so G ′ is nilpotent.
